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From the author:
This document contains among other things, information from the book “Oorlog en Bevrijding in
Moordrecht”, written by Panc Vink in 1995, 50 years after he war ended in the Netherlands.
It was presented to all students in the age of 12 in Moordrecht.
In the Preface the mayor of Moordrecht, André Bonthuis wrote:
“While you read this book let it serve as a monument to all those who made a personal choice - in the
face of fear, danger and widespread ignorance - to fight against injustice and threats to our freedom. It
is this courage and commitment that can still help give us the strength in this year, 1995, to follow in
their footsteps and stand up to current injustices and threats to our personal freedom.”

May this application serve as a source of that same inspiration in 2017!

Moordrecht, April 2017
Henk van Kerkhof
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Introduction
Dear Irena Steinfeldt,
As a member of the Dutch organisation ‘de Historische Vereniging Moordrecht’ (Historical Society of
Moordrecht) I contacted you at 7 March 2017 about the fact that our organization has been asked to
investigate the fact that in our Dutch town Moordrecht during World War II (1940-1945) a Jewish lady
was hidden by our Reverend D.P. Kalkman. (Catharina Kuijper, using an alias name Ina HoogeboomOuwehand).
Goal of this investigation is to see whether D.P. Kalkman and his wife Klaasje Kalkman-Kuipers could
be nominated to your Righteous program.
We have been asked for this inquiry by a descendant of D.P Kalkman, Matthew Kalkman from
Canada. He had nominated his great-grandfather and great-grandmother Kalkman himself, but he was
not able to convince your Commission.
I sent you an email at 7 March 2017 in which I introduced myself and I asked you how to proceed.
At 9 March 2017 you answered my e-mail by sending me an email with the following notes:
Dear Henk van Kerkhof,
Thank you for your offer to help us.
As I explained to the Kalkman family, the title of Righteous is awarded by a special commission, chaired by a
retired Justice of the Israeli Supreme Court. The Commission has a set of well defined rules and criteria, and
one of them is to have detailed testimony from the persons that were helped, describing the circumstances of the
rescue, or archival documents which relate to these circumstances. Only if there is testimony about the
circumstances can the Commission determine if the rescue falls within the Righteous Program’s strict rules. The
commission does not base itself on secondary sources, such as books and articles, only on the primary sources.
Like any other honorary award, the title cannot be bestowed based on the statements of the family or friends of
the nominated person.
Unfortunately in this case we have no such testimony, and we therefore have very little information about the
circumstances of Mrs. Kuijper at the Kalkman family,
The Kalkmans sent us declarations of people who stated that Mrs. Kuijper was hidden by the Kalkmans, but it is
not clear to what purpose the statements were given, and how their authors obtained the information – was it
something they had seen with their own eyes, or did they hear it after the war and from whom.
We will be grateful for any additional documentation, and will then consult with the Commission.
Best regards,
Irena Steinfeldt
Since Mrs. Kuijper died in 1978 and she probably never wrote a statement concerning her time and
circumstances in Moordrecht, we had to find other proof. This proof includes letters written by
Catharina Kuijper herself for over thirty years to her friends, the Hardijzer family. She first came to
know the Hardijzer family under her false identity during the war in Moordrecht in circumstances this
application will explain, and they continued to write letters and visit each other after they discovered
she was a Jewish woman hiding under a false identity in the Kalkman house. These letters and visits
continued all the way until her funeral in Soest - to which they attended and have provided me with her
funeral card. The Hardijzer family has themselves written their own testimony for this application in
support of Reverend Kalkman and his wife’s nomination.
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I have further found information to satisfy everything you asked for in that email you sent. We have
documents directly related to Mrs. Kuijper’s circumstances at the Kalkman family during the war. In
fact, Catharina Kuijper herself was given an award for her efforts in this period of time known as the
‘Hongerwinter’, the Dutch famine during the last year of the war. We have also found primary evidence
related to the individuals that signed the document the Kalkman family sent you previously. The
individuals providing evidence all had seen this situation with their own eyes, and you will see the key
role W.H. Sprenger, C. Kasbergen, and Frans Vink jr. came to play in the war in the Moordrecht
community. W.H. Sprenger himself is published as having helped rescue a young Jewish boy named
Chaim during the war, in cooperation with his wife. As of 2012 Chaim has been working in
Switzerland.
I trust that these documents will satisfy what you asked for.
In addition, Drs. Geert Hovingh - who has spent several years working on behalf of Vrije Universiteit
Amsterdam dedicated specifically to compiling information on Pastors who helped Jews during the
war, as well as the biographer of Johannes Post, Vice-President of the Committee of Jewish Heritage
Zuidlaren since 1998, and from 2003-2008 President of the Association for Conserving the Zuidlaren
Synagogue - has provided information in support of this application.
I hereby will send you the additional information and documentation I have been able to find.
In the next pages I will show you the result of my investigation. I hope it will give you enough
motivation to send the information to the Commission. Some of the information is written in Dutch. I
present it in Dutch, because of the fact this will give you the opportunity to look at the document in the
pure state. I guess your organization can deal with foreign languages.
If you, or the Commission, would like to get more information about my work, I hope to hear from you.

H.M. (Henk) van Kerkhof
Stevensstraat 54
2841 CV Moordrecht
The Netherlands
+31652141980
henk.van.kerkhof@gmail.com

Historical Society of Moordrecht:
Historische Vereniging Moordrecht
www.historischeverenigingmoordrecht.nl
info@historischeverenigingmoordrecht.nl
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Organization of my document
Before I start trying to convince your Commission that Reverend Kalkman and his wife were indeed
hiding a Jewish Person during the war 1940-1945 in the Dutch village Moordrecht, I suggest the
following.






I will start by introducing myself.
I will tell you how I got involved in this application and what my personal interest is in this
particular case.
Then I will start by making an overview of the facts I will try to offer you as a proof later on in the
document.
This overview will be followed by detailed chapters, which will treat the different subjects and the
relation between different persons or events.
At the end you can find my conclusion.

Key highlights include:

Letters written by Catharina Kuijper herself to the Hardijzer family over more than thirty years.

A testimony from the Hardijzer family in support of this application.

A document published by the Noodcomite (Emergency Committee) highlighting Catharina
Kuijper’s activities during the war and the award she received for her voluntary work in the Dutch
famine ‘Hongerwinter’.

Information on the celebrated work W.H. Sprenger, C. Kasbergen, and Frans Vink jr. performed
on behalf of the Dutch resistance in the organization L.O. in Moordrecht.

A testimony from Michel Vink, the son of Panc, to indicate where his father got his information
from.

The help I received from Drs. Geert Hovingh, a man who himself investigated lots of cases in
which Jewish people where helped during the war.
I have retrieved a lot of documents to support this nomination such as photos, links to websites or
webpages, pdf-files and even audio-recordings. I have stored them in a Dropbox-account.
I had to find a way to make these a part of this nomination, in a way you will be able to look at them, or
listen to them at the moment you encounter them in the document. This independently of the fact you
read this nomination at your computer, or you look into a printed version.
With that in mind, this document will allow you to see the documents both through clicking on the links
directly connected in each chapter, and/or to review the documents directly in this PDF to be found in
Appendix Z, which contains a copy of all documents mentioned.
All links will direct you to the files in Dropbox.
Furthermore in this Appendix Z you will also be able to click each individual item in which case you
also will be directed to Dropbox.
In this way you also will be able to read my nomination as a printed version, simultaneously using
Appendix Z as a guide to the documents, using an Internet connection.
I will present all my connections to files or webpages in the following way in this document:
1. See: CH01-00-Birth Catharina Kuijper.jpg

#CH01-A

2. The recording of that conversation (of course in Dutch) can be listened here.
3. See: http://thecollegiatelive.com/2014/08/a-part-of-history-a-part-of-me/

#CH03-B
#CH05-G

(example of each type: image, audio and webpage)
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At your Desktop Computer simply click the links and the files will be retrieved from Dropbox, or the
webpages will popup. (Internet connection is required).
I have used tags like #CH01-A, #CH03-B and #CH05-G as a way to be able to find the concerned
individual item in Appendix Z.
I present these examples in the following way in Appendix Z:
EXAMPLE

Chapter 1: Catharina Kuijper
CH01-A

April 2017
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Finally:




I sometimes point to an Appendix in my text
I assume that these are read directly when they are announced, so before reading on in the
chapter.
I already explained you APPENDIX Z.
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Introducing myself
My name is H.M. (Henk) van Kerkhof, I was born in 1956 in Moordrecht, The Netherlands, where I
stayed living until now. I have a part-time administrative job with close links to IT. I have been a
Computer Programmer for many years. Retrieving info is what I like to do, both professional and as a
hobby.
I am a volunteer at The Historische Vereniging Moordrecht (Historical Society). I am the Chief Editor
and Desktop Publisher of their magazine Moerdregt. I also publish articles in the magazine,
sometimes on my own, sometimes in collaboration with a friend and volunteer-colleague Jaap
Waasdorp.
For these articles Jaap and I are questioning old and local citizens. We always do this by recording the
interview with a Handycam, which we simply put somewhere at the table (with their permission), not
focused on the main character. In this way, we believe they feel free to speak.
During these sessions we once interviewed 2 people who, independently of one another, said
something about a reverend Kalkman who hid a Jewish woman during the war. We took it for granted
and we did nothing with it. Their names were Wim Hardijzer and Panc Vink. You will read more about
them later.
A short time ago the Historische Vereniging received an email from Matthew Kalkman. He needed
some information about his grand- grandfather Dirk Pieter Kalkman during the war, in relation to a
Jewish woman.
The secretary of the Historische Vereniging wrote an email to the volunteers about this.
Receiving this email, I remembered the interviews and I indicated that I wanted to examine this case.
I went back to my first contact and he told me much more about it. This was the starting point of a tour
to the Archives in Gouda (Streekarchief Midden Holland, shortened as SAMH, see www.samh.nl), to
different kind of websites and to Dutch organizations handling Community archives. I found a man,
Drs. Geert Hovingh, who himself investigated lots and lots of cases where Gereformeerde reverends
were hiding Jewish people during the war. He also gave me some information.
I had 2 primary goals with my job: trying to help Matthew in a honest way, but also trying to investigate
a person ,wellknown in the history of Moordrecht, can become honored elsewhere. The last should be
seen as an opportunity, not as a goal!
Furthermore I want to state that I have no personal relation with the Gereformeerde Kerk, I am not
even religious. I have no relation with the Kalkman-family, I never heard of Matthew Kalkman until a
few weeks ago.
I am doing this job on a voluntary base, without getting paid for it.
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Overview
Here is the overview I announced:

A.
Catharina (Ina) Kuyper, widow of R.H.S.G Six tot Oterleek, was hidden at the house of Reverend D.P.
(Dirk Pieter) Kalkman at the address Dorpsstraat K. 54 in Moordrecht under a false name Ina
Hoogeboom - Ouwehand. This because of the fact her life might be in danger because of her Jewish
origin. I will also tell something about Reverend Kalkman, who probably knew his life was in danger,
hiding a Jewish person.
At the end of this chapter I give some specific information about Jewish persons during the war in
Moordrecht.
--> See Chapter 1 about ‘Catharina Kuijper, Reverend Kalkman, and Jewish people in Moordrecht’.

B.
Because of her false identity Catharina finally dared to live her life as a ‘normal’ Dutch wife. She
joined the ‘Noodcomité’ in Moordrecht. This Noodcomité was a cooperation between representatives
of the religious movements in Moordrecht. Their goal: look after women and children in need because
of the fact there was not enough food for them. The Dutch history speaks about the ‘Hongerwinter’.
Catharina became ‘blokhoofd’ and participated in the organization.
This Noodcomité has presented a 28-page bookwork, telling the whole story of the Noodcomite.
I found a copy of this bookwork, which proves in details where Catharina was engaged.
She was honored by the Noodcomité. I will show you this document.
I will also show you information on Frans Vink jr., C. Kasbergen, and W.H. Sprenger. These three
individuals were all awarded by Moordrecht for their courageous efforts in the resistance effort. W.H.
Sprenger was himself the Commandant of the Dutch resistance movement B.S. Moordrecht by the
end of the war. All three were also members and local leaders of the L.O. in Moordrecht. Reverend
Henk Post, also important to this story, was a local leader of the L.O. in Rijnsburg - and a member of
your Righteous program. All three members of L.O. Moordrecht signed a document showing that
Catharina Kuijper went into hiding in the Kalkman house under the name Ina Hoogeboom-Ouwehand.
--> See Chapter 2 “The situation in Moordrecht during and just after the war”

C.
Her job in the Noodcomité also was traveling to the local farmers to try to collect milk and eggs. One of
the farmers she used to go was the Hardijzer family, living at the Middelweg in Moordrecht.
This friendship now takes care of important information I will present to you later in this document.
I will introduce you Wim and Nel Hardijzer. They will present the following:
1. Wim tells that Catharina visited his father’s farm to collect milk and eggs.
2. Wim tells that after the war ended he was told the truth about her stay as a Jewish.
woman in hiding at the Kalkman’s and her real identity.
3. Wim tells that after the war Catharina moved back to Soest(dijk).
4. Wim tells that Catharina kept in touch with the Hardijzers vice versa.
5. Wim tells that Catharina often came to visit the Hardijzers after the war.
6. Wim tells his mother and wife Nel often visited Catharina in Soest(dijk).
7. Wim tells that his mother and wife went to the funeral of Catharina.
April 2017
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8. Wim told he was in the possession of letters written by Catharina.
9. Wim handed me that letters, which will be presented to you also, for now you can already have a
look at them here, but I will write about them later in detail.
#OV-A
10. Nel states that she indeed went to Soest many times and that she went to the funeral of Catharina
with some other people from Moordrecht.
I also discussed the fact whether Catharina should have paid for her rescue in this chapter.
See chapter 3: “Catharina and the Hardijzer Family”

D.
The story of Catharina was also mentioned in the book ‘Oorlog en Bevrijding in Moordrecht, written by
Panc Vink. I will show you Panc got his info from his father Frans Vink jr, mentioned before. The book
notes that Reverend Post of Rijnsburg asked Reverend Kalkman if he could hide a Jewish woman. It
also notes that this was an extremely dangerous risk to accept. As you will see later, the biographer of
Reverend Post’s brother - famous resistance fighter Johannes Post - endorses this application. His
name is Geert Hovingh and I will introduce him shortly.
I will show you that Panc (he died last November) was an excellent investigator who has written lots of
documents about the history of Moordrecht in the magazine ‘Moerdregt’ of the Historische Vereniging
Moordrecht. Panc was honored by the Historische Vereniging Moordrecht as an honorary member last
year. After he died he was honored in a large story in Moerdregt.
I will show you a statement from Pancs son Michel who declares his father Panc got his information
from Pancs father Frans who Moordrecht honoured for his resistance efforts in the war for both the
L.O. organization dedicated to hiding people, and the B.S.(Dutch resistance) and who signed the
document noting that D.P. Kalkman hid Catharina Kuijper during the war.
--> See Chapter 4 “Panc Vink”

E.
I will show you another book, written by the widow of Wim Sprenger, Sien Sprenger. One of the
signers of the key document listing Catharina Kuijper as hiding in the Kalkman house. It contains other
documents and pictures proving the role of Vink, Kasbergen and Sprenger as leaders of the Dutch
resistance in Moordrecht in their positions within the L.O. and the B.S.
--> See Chapter 5 “100 jaar Sien Sprenger in haar eigen woorden”

F.
I will introduce you Geert Hovingh, who has throughout his professional career spent years
researching on behalf of the Vrije Universiteit (Free University) in Amsterdam Reverends who helped
Jewish People in the war. In this role for Vrije Universiteit he has produced a list of these
Gereformeerde Reverends who helped Jewish People in the war. He gave me some background
information about hiding Jewish people in general during that time, including the risks involved. That
includes the circumstances of this case in particular. He also presented me a link between Catharina
Kuijper and Reverend Post from Rijnsburg, a member of your Righteous-program. Geert Hovingh, as
said earlier, is himself the biographer of Johannes Post - Reverend Post’s brother. For the last two
decades he has also been Vice-President of the Committee for Jewish Heritage Zuidlaren, and from
2003 to 2008 served as President of the Association for Conserving the Zuidlaren Synagogue.
After looking into my documents, Geert Hovingh is busy adding Reverend Kalkman to his list.
--> See Chapter 6 “Geert Hovingh and the Rijnsburg Connection”
April 2017
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G.
After writing these Chapters I would like to present you a summary.
I also want to show you some extra cross-references between several persons or occasions.
That all ends with my question to you to add D.P Kalkman and K Kalkman-Kuijpers to you Righteous
Program.
--> See Chapter 7 Summary and Application
After this, now it is time for me to go deeper into this in the next chapters in which I will try to prove to
you what I just wrote in this overview.
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Chapter 1 “Catharina Kuijper, Reverend Kalkman and Jewish people in
Moordrecht”
In this Chapter I will introduce Catharina and I will tell you why she came to Moordrecht.
I will also introduce D.P Kalkman as the Reverend of the Gereformeerde Church in Moordrecht.
He is the one that we try to nominate for your Righteous program along with his wife Klaasje.
Furthermore I will tell you something about what happened with Jewish People in Moordrecht and at
which risks they had to live.
Catharina Kuijper
She was born in the Dutch community of Grave on 28 February, 1886.
Her parents were Mozes Hartog and Eva de Kadt.
See: CH01-00-Birth Catharina Kuijper.jpg

#CH01-A

Her family, including herself, is listed as being Jewish.
See Bevolkingsregister Grave 1890-1900 - Fam Kuijper.jpg
#CH01-B
This shows a card of the ‘Peoples-register’ in Grave. You will see a list of all the family-members as
well as a column with the Religious Communion they were a member of (Dutch ‘Geloof’). It shows “N
I”. Nederlands Israëlitisch Kerkgenootschap (Dutch Israeli Church community). More about this in the
Appendix belonging to this chapter.
See: Bevolkingsregister 28-2-1886 OSS 1880-1900.jpg
This shows the same form of card with the family registered as N. Israel.

#CH01-C

th

th

She married the 29 of May 1923 to Regnerus Six tot Oterleek, who died the 28 of March 1929. The
couple didn’t have children.
I have included a link to her ‘Persoonskaart”. In the Netherlands the Government takes care of the
data of each individual resident on a ‘paper’card.
See: Persoonskaart Catharina Kuijper

#CH01-D

Notice the date 16 nov ‘42 and the description : VOW.
VOW stands for (In Dutch) ‘Vertrokken Onbekend Waarheen’ (Departed , unknown where to).
This actually is telling us she was hiding somewhere.
Notice she returned to Soest, Julianalaan 14 at 10 Jul ‘45, so just after the war ended.
On 20 Aug ‘68 she moved to Albert Cuyplaan 101 (in Soest), which was (at that time) Molenschot, a
nursing for old people in need.
I wrote about handwritten letters Catharina sent to her friends the Hardijzers: one of them was written
from Molenschot. (See Chapter 3)
See the next link for info about Molenschot at that address Albert Cuyplaan 101:
Info Molenschot Albert Cuyplaan 101
The addresbook Soest 1970 shows the residents of Albert Cuyplaan 101
here

#CH01-E

#CH01-E1

She lived until the ripe age of ninety-two years old, passing on 15 June 1978.
See Advertorial death Catharina Kuijper NRC Handelsblad.

#CH01-F

During her stay at Julianalaan 14, she lived together with Mrs Buning. Wim Hardijzer tells about it
later, one of the letters found at the Hardijzer’s was written by Mrs Buning, The Funeral Card of Mrs
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Buning is also included with the letters. On that card also the name Ina Six-Kuijper was mentioned.
This also indicates Catharina’s first name was ‘Ina’, the same first name she used for her false identity.
See: Addressbook Soest- Julianalaan 14.jpg
#CH01-G
For this funeral Card
See: 1968-May-11 Funeral Card to Hardijzer - Buning-Casteleyn SCAN.jpg

#CH01-H

About the link between Catharina and the fact she might have been in danger because of her Jewish
Ancestry:
See APPENDIX A: Catharina’s Jewish Ancestry.
It is in this context that Catharina Kuijper found her life in danger and went into hiding. This is
confirmed by the statements of Panc Vink, and Wim Hardijzer later in this document.
Immediately before the war Catharina Kuijper was living at 14 Julianalaan, Soest(dijk). Her
Persoonskaart shows that she jumped between this house and 1 Dorpsstraat, Zoetermeer when
things started to become dangerous and then disappeared completely from the records from 1942
until 1945 when she returned back to her home 14 Julianalaan, Soest. This information is confirmed
also by the letters we have from the Hardijzer family (Later in this document).
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Chapter 1 (continue): Dirk Pieter Kalkman and his wife Klaasje Kalkman-Kuipers

See: Picture

#CH01-I

Dirk Pieter Kalkman was the reverend of the gereformeerde Kerk in Moordrecht from 1928 till 1958.
(See here for a document telling his salary)
#CH01-J
He married Klaasje Kuipers at 12 June 1924 in Rotterdam: See: Marriage
Dirk Pieter was born 14 january 1899 in Hillegersberg: Birth D.P. Kalkman
Klaasje was born 8 August 1892 in Weststellingwerf: Birth Klaasje Kuipers

#CH01-K
#CH01-L
#CH01-M

Dirk Pieter died 23 April 1969, Klaasje died 27 October 1959, they both were buried in Moordrecht:
See Tombstone Dirk Pieter and Klaasje
#CH01-N
Both Panc Vink as well as Wim Hardijzer have told me the Kalkman’s were hiding Catharina during the
war as you will read later in this document. Panc also mentions the danger involved for the Kalkman’s.
I found some documents concerning Reverend Kalkman in the archives in Gouda, het Streekarchief
Midden Holland.
On their Website www.samh.nl,
#CH01-O
there is an overview of the collection of the Gereformeerde Kerk in Moordrecht:
See: Overview Collection Gereformeerde Kerk
#CH01-P
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At this point I will present you a speech by L. Boere I found in that archive.
He held this at the 25th marriage celebrating of Dirk Pieter and Klaasje on 14 June 1949.

#CH01-Q

At page 3 you can read:
“ook in de oorlog heeft u veel goed gedaan
niemand liet u na 8 uur buiten staan
velen die voor de vijand vloden
hebt u een schuilplaats aangeboden”

Translation:
Also during the war you did well
You let no one outside after 20:00 hours
Many people that flee for the enemy
You did offer a place to stay”
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Chapter 1 (continue) Jewish people in Moordrecht
Even in Moordrecht Catharina Kuijper was not safe under her own identity. Four other Jews lived in
our community and all of them were sent to Auschwitz. This happened all over the Netherlands as you
will know. It is for this reason that Catharina needed to take on a false identity prepared by the Dutch
resistance and live with a family that could hide her as a family member. The details of her false
identity (Name: Ina Hoogeboom - Ouwehand, born in Katwijk, 28 Feb 1889, ID nr K.8 /015334) are
shown in a book I will present you later: “Oorlog en Bevrijding in Moordrecht”, written by Panc Vink.

This naturally presented extreme risk for all involved. One of the Dutch resistance members who
signed the document noting Catharina Kuijper was in hiding in the Kalkman household under a false
name had a son who became a historian of Moordrecht. This son, Panc Vink, would have a memorial
created for the four Jewish individuals in our village who were sent to Auschwitz. We will return to him
later in this application.
Sometimes other tricks were used to hide Jewish people, this also happened in Moordrecht.
See: http://thecollegiatelive.com/2014/08/a-part-of-history-a-part-of-me/
#CH01-R
This tells the story of Christian Waldemar Winther. His parents left him in a Catholic boys-home in
Moordrecht at the age of 8. Christians parents escaped from the Amsterdam ‘Hollandsche
Schouwburg’ where Jewish people were deported. (This is now a Jewish Monument at the Plantage
Middenlaan in Amsterdam).
They fled to Rotterdam. In Rotterdam they finally met a Catholic Priest who knew the Catholic Priest in
Moordrecht. This is why they ended up in Moordrecht.
They themselves hided in a boat, a few miles away from him, without telling him where they went. If he
would try to look for them, they were all in danger. Both Christian and his parents survived the war!
Panc Vink also wrote a story about this, and he told Jaap Waasdorp and me in the interview, we have
it on tape. Christian returned to Moordrecht some years ago. He needed some documents and he was
introduced to Panc and told him his story.
In this case hiding people was done by a fellowship of Catholic Priest. In the Netherlands many cases
exist where religious people, under the influence of their religion, offered a helping hand to people in
need, independent from their ancestry.
At this point I would like to say that in the matter of Catharina Kuijper I believe the same happened.
Conclusion of this Chapter:







Catharina lived in Soest, before and after the war.
She had been married to Regnerus Six tot Oterleek for about 6 years when he died.
Catharina was lost in the official records during the last part of the war.
Catharina was hiding because of a tie with the Jewish Religion.
Hiding people was a great risk, also in Moordrecht.
Reverend Kalkman of Moordrecht was seen as a man helping people in need.
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Chapter 2 “The situation in Moordrecht during and just after the war”
In this Chapter I will tell you about the way in Moordrecht the local citizens were organized. Both
during the war and from the moment the war ended.
I will introduce the ‘Noodcomité” (Emergency Committee) and I will introduce names of local citizens
Vink jr, Sprenger and Kasbergen who were the leaders in the resistance. The same people took care
of the Command in Moordrecht at the moment the war ended. They were the contacts for the Dutch
Ministry of War.
Noodcomité
As said in the overview, the Noodcomité was a cooperation between representatives of the religious
movements in Moordrecht. Their goal: look after women, children, the elderly, and sick in need
because of the fact there was not enough food for them. The Dutch history speaks about the
‘Hongerwinter’
The Noodcomité published a booklet which told their story.
I will lead you to a digital copy of this booklet and I will show you Catharina Six Tot Oterleek-Kuijper
a.k.a. Ina Hoogeboom–Ouwehand was presented and honored in this booklet.
It is called “Een lichtpunt in een donkeren tijd” (A Brightspot in Dark Times) and it tells the history of
the Noodcomité Moordrecht from 2 january 1945 till 19 November 1945, published by The Noodcomité
Moordrecht 1945.
You will find a picture of it here.
#CH02-A
The booklet itself is also available in the Streekarchief Midden Holland:
http://samh.nl/archieven/node/401246/.
This belongs to the collection of Frans Vink jr about the 2nd World war.

#CH02-B

I have made a digital copy of the booklet. You will find a (searchable) PDF file here.
#CH02-B1
Please feel free to search for ‘Hoogeboom’ or ‘Hoogenboom’ (write-error) in that document.
Pay attention to the quotes around her name, telling there is something going on with that name.
Speaking about this, further information about the name ‘Hoogeboom’ will be given in Chapter 4 ‘Panc
Vink’
I will now present key sections of the document first in their original language followed by a translation
in English so that you can follow.
You will find at page 9 (page 5 in the document):
Boven deze blokwerkers kwamen nog twee blokhoofden te staan, voor welke functie de
heer notaris L. v. Lange bereid gevonden werd en mevrouw „Hoogeboom”. Zoo waren dan de rollen
verdeeld en kon het werk beginnen.
This tells Mrs Hoogenboom became a ‘blokhoofd’ as well as Notary De Lange did. (Wim Hardijzer tells
about him later).
You will find at page 16 (page 12 in the document):
Mevrouw „Hoogeboom” bezocht de zieken, invaliden en kraamvrouwen.
Dan zocht zij boeren op, waar men voor de zieken melk of eieren kon halen. In weer en wind
doorkruiste zij onzen polder. Daar pleitte zij bij de boeren voor haar zieken. Daar werd zij ook
welwillend ontvangen. Wat was echter het resultaat? 12 Februari rapporteerde zij aan het Leidcomité,
dat zij voor vijf zieken, twintig baby’s en een kraamvrouw per week 37 Liter melk had gekregen en dat
zij voor zes personen nog geen melk had.
This tells she was visiting the sick, disabled people and the women in labor. Then she went to farmers
to collect milk and eggs. It shows it sometimes was not good enough.
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Later in this document Wim Hardijzer tells she also was visiting his father’s farm.
You will find at page 17 (page 13 in the document):
Vermeld moet ook, dat mevrouw „Hoogeboom” bij een boer wekelijks twee eieren kreeg.
This tells she collected 2 eggs weekly
You will find some special notes at page 23 (page 19 in the document)
It is telling about the last meeting of the Noodcomité at 19 November 1945.
Een bijzonder woord richtte de praeses tot mevr. „Hoogeboom” , die bijzonder veel werk gedaan heeft,
hoewel zij slechts door de oorlogsomstandigheden in Moordrecht vertoefde. „Ik wil huldigen”, aldus de
praeses, „een vrouwelijke kracht, die er dagelijks op uit ging door weer en wind. De bedoeling is om
aan mevr. „Hoogeboom” een herinnering mee te geven en anderen aan te sporen haar voorbeeld te
volgen. Wij willen dit vastleggen in een oorkonde. Wij hebben iemand gevonden, die dit met
meesterhand wist te vervaardigen, n.l. de heer Schoemaker te Gouda. Het is ons een genoegen, u
deze oorkonde aan te bieden. Beschouw het niet als een belooning, maar als een dankbare erkenning
van uw gestadigen en getrouwen arbeid.” De tekst van oorkonde luidt als volgt:
Aan de Hoogwelgeboren Vrouwe, de Douairière I. S IX ,
geboren Kuyper, welke van 15 Juni 1943 tot 15 Juni 1945 te Moordrecht gewoond heeft onder de
naam van I. Hoogeboom, bieden ondergeteekenden deze oorkonde aan namens het Noodcomité
Moordrecht uit Dankbaarheid voor haar Trouwe Hulp bij de uitvoering van het werk van het comité, in
het bijzonder voor de vele in nood verkeerende kinderen, zieken en ouden van dagen gedurende de
moeilijke dagen van Januari tot Juni 1945.
Zij bidden haar bij haar vertrek uit de gemeente Moordrecht Gods milden zegen toe.
Namens het Noodcomite Moordrecht
Pastoor A.J. VAN SCHAIK , le Voorzitter
Ds. A. DONKER , 2e Voorzitter
Ds. D. P. KALKMAN , Secretaris
H. OCKERSE , Penningmeester
Moordrecht, 15 Juni 1945.
This actually tells the whole story about the circumstances. I have translate it in short, so you can go
on understanding this document now, but please feel free to translate it yourself.
Special words are spoken about Mrs. “Hoogeboom”, who had done a lot of work, although she just
because of the war circumstances was driven to Moordrecht. I would like to honor her as a female coworker, who went out daily, in bad weather conditions. We would like to offer a document as a
reminder and to urge others to follow her example. We want to record this as a charter. etc. etc.
To the honorable Lady I. Six, born Kuijper, who stayed from 15 June 1943 till 15 June 1945 in
Moordrecht under the name I. Hoogeboom, the people that signed this document, offer this charter on
behalf of the Noodcomité Moordrecht as a gratitude to her Loyal Help in carrying out the job of the
committee, especially for those distressed children, sick people and the elderly people during the hard
days form January till June 1945.
They pray for God’s blessing for her now she left Moordrecht
On behalf of the Noodcomite
Pastoor A.J. VAN SCHAIK , First chairman
Ds. A. DONKER ,Second chairman
Ds. D. P. KALKMAN , Secretary
H. OCKERSE , Treasurer
Moordrecht, 15 Juni 1945.
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The above parts tell exactly what happened and is big evidence to me for my application. The story of
the Noodcomité was presented to lots of people in Moordrecht and it is seen as a highly valuable
piece of work.
See: Award from the Noodcomité

#CH02-B2

Vink jr, Sprenger and Kasbergen
During the war, everywhere in the Netherlands people organized a resistance against the Nazi’s. This
also happened in Moordrecht. Local citizens became local heroes; lots of them did not survive the war.
In Moordrecht 3 names occur in a lot of documents and stories: Frans Vink jr, Wim (W.H) Sprenger
and Cornelis Kasbergen.
W.H. Sprenger (born 18-03-1913 in Amsterdam) even was the highest in rank after the war ended.
Both Frans Vink jr (born 4-03-1905 in Moordrecht) and Cornelis Kasbergen (Born 27-11-1914 in
Gouderak) were officers.
All three individuals were highly decorated and celebrated for their efforts.
Frans Vink jr collected an archive over this period and he has donated it to the Streekarchief Midden
Holland in Gouda (mentioned before) where I have been examining it.
0577 Collectie F. Vink jr. te Moordrecht betreffende de Tweede Wereldoorlog, 1940-1953, 1940-1953
(Archief)
You can find a description on the website www.samh.nl here.
#CH02-C
I have made some copies of his documents I will show you now:
1. A picture of the personal card system which was in his possession
0577. 8 Registratie van leden van de B.S. te Moordrecht, kaartsysteem, mei 1945., 1945
(Bestanddeel)
See a picture of it here.

#CH02-D

2. The card belonging to Frans Vink jr: here.
3. The card belonging to Wim Sprenger: here.
4. The card belonging to Cornelis Kasbergen : here.

#CH02-E
#CH02-F
#CH02-G

Also present in the archive named before (0577.12) was some Correspondence with Section IX of the
Dutch Staff of Military Forces towards Vink and Sprenger
I will show you a copy of 2 randomly chosen letters towards Vink or Sprenger:
Vink here
Sprenger here

#CH02-H
#CH02-I

Note 1:
Watch the signatures of Vink, Sprenger and Kasbergen on their personal military card.
In the book Panc Vink - son of Frans Vink - wrote about the war in Moordrecht you will find a copy of a
declaration about Catharina, which was signed by these 3 men.
Note 2:
In Chapter 5 I will present you a book in which Wim Sprengers wife Sien was involved and which
shows some information about the war in Moordrecht concerning these 3 men.
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Conclusion of Chapter 02:

Catharina was living in Moordrecht during the war.

Revered Kalkman was involved in the Noodcomité.

The Noodcomité was responsible for a booklet about their job.

In that booklet Catharina was mentioned under her hidden name and her real name.

It mentions her work as a ‘blokhoofd’.

It also mentions her work as a collector of food and milk by visiting farmers.

Importantly, Catharina Kuijper herself was given an award by the members of the Noodcomité for
her efforts in a dark time.

Frans Vink jr, Wim Sprenger and Cornelis Kasbergen were seen as important Resistance-people
during and after the war.

Frans Vink jr was responsible for an archive, donated to the Streekarchief Midden Holland in
Gouda.

We cannot yet conclude with this evidence that Catharina stayed at the Kalkman’s at this point!!
(that is to come).
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Chapter 3 “Catharina and the Hardijzer Family”
The previous chapter ended with the conclusion that we could not yet state that Catharina hid at the
Kalkman’s place during the war in Moordrecht.
That is what this chapter is about: I will introduce the Hardijzer family, who gave me lots of information
about this issue.
There also is another important issue and that has to do with the intention of the Kalkman’s was pure
and Catharina did not pay for it.
I know how important it is for Yad Vashem to know the honorable intentions and motivation of the
rescuers in their assistance and so I specifically asked Wim and Nel Hardijzer if, after over thirty years
of conversations and visits with their families, Catharina had ever once mentioned having to pay to
stay with the Kalkman family. This was for the benefit of your organization. They told me they never
heard her telling she paid them, as you will read next.
This chapter lays out the Hardijzer’s motivation in this matter was: to hide a persecuted human being
for her Jewish background, in which payment for her rescue was not proven, more likely was absent.
So far this introduction.
Two years ago, on 17 March 2015, my colleague Jaap Waasdorp and I had a conversation with Wim
Hardijzer where he explained that a Jewish woman was in hiding in Moordrecht. We recorded the
testimony of that conversation on behalf of the Moordrecht Historical Society. I asked Moordrecht
historian Panc Vink about this at the time and recorded his conversation as well. When the
descendent of D.P. Kalkman, Matthew Kalkman, contacted the Moordrecht Historical Society a couple
months ago in 2017 I had already therefore been aware of what had happened in World War II in our
community, but not in its entirety.
The recording of that conversation (of course in Dutch) can be listened here.
#CH03-A
We then also typed out the whole conversation, you can read this part here.
#CH03-B
A small part is listed and translated:
Wim: en die Jodin die liep in de oorlog hier op Moordrecht dat was mevrouw, wij mossen toen, dat een
Jodin dus mocht haar naam niet bekend wezen, daar moesten wij tante Ina tegen zeggen. Ze kwam
verschrikkelijk veel bij mijn vader en moeder, ze kwam eieren en melk halen en vooral, of dat
helemaal waar was dat weet ik niet, voor moeders met baby’s, ik weet niet hoeveel er toen geboren
zijn maar ze kwam dikwijls.
Jaap: was dat in Capelle?
Wim: nee, hier bij mijn vader en moeder. (boerderij aan de Krom)
Nel: en die Jodin zat ondergedoken bij de gereformeerde dominee.
Wim: dominee Kalkman, daar zat ze ondergedoken, op de Dorpsstraat.
Here is a rough translation:
Wim: That Jewish wife lived here in Moordrecht, her real name was secret, so we had to call her Aunt
Ina. She came to visit my parents (at the farm (boerderij aan de Krom) ) oftenly to collect some milk
and eggs for mothers with small kids.
Jaap : In Capelle (other place Wim’’s family lived)
Wim: No the farm at the Middelweg in Moordrecht
Nel: That jewish woman was hiding at the gereformeerde revenant
Wim: Reverend Kalkman , that is where she was hidden, at the Dorpsstraat.
Later on he knows her married name, Six tot Oterleek and even her address Julianastraat 14 Soest.
After starting this investigation on behalf of the Moordrecht Historical Society I have gone back to Wim
and Nel Hardijzer to ask for greater details of this. He has been able to present the complete story
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from her time in hiding under a false identity, to after the war when it was revealed to him that she was
a Jewish woman in hiding. His family continued to write letters and visit with her for the remainder of
her life (a period of over thirty years), and his mother and wife even attended her funeral. He finally
showed and gave me the letters they have had in their possession all these years. I will tell you about
them later.
As told in the introduction of this chapter I specifically asked Wim and Nel they had ever heard of the
fact Catharina paid for her stay or rescue. The both told me they did not and they made this a part of
their testimony.
First I now will show you the 2 testimonies (in Dutch) Nel and Wim Hardijzer made for us.
They both signed them.
The testimony of Wim is here.
The testimony of Nel is here.

#CH03-C
#CH03-D

What do these testimonies and the recording tell us?












Wim tells that Catharina visited his father’s farm to collect milk and eggs.
Wim tells that after the war ended he was told the truth about her stay at the Kalkman’s.
Wim tells that after the war Catharina moved back to Soest(dijk).
Wim tells that Catharina kept in touch with the Hardijzers vice versa.
Wim tells that Catharina often came to visit the Hardijzers after the war.
Wim tells his mother and wife Nel often visited Catharina in Soest(dijk).
Wim tells that his mother and wife went to the funeral of Catharina.
Wim told he was in the possession of letters written by Catharina.
Wim handed me that letters, which will be presented to you also.
Nel states that she indeed went to Soest many times and that she went to the funeral of
Catharina.
There was no indication Catharina paid the Kalkman family for her stay and rescue.

Wim gave us 11 documents as I said earlier.
I will tell you more about these in APPENDIX B The letters form Catharina to the Hardijzers.

Conclusion of this Chapter:

Note: The previous chapters laid out that Catharina Kuijper left Soest during the war, and the
Noodcomite document showed she was actually living in Moordrecht in this period of time under a
false identity. However, nothing has yet laid out that she was hiding in the home of the Kalkman
family.

In this chapter family friends of Catharina Kuijper, Wim and Nel Hardijzer, provide us with this
very information: the conclusion that Catharina stayed in Moordrecht during the war under a false
name and the fact she was hidden at the Kalkman’s as she had to hide from the Gestapo for
being Jewish.

They also told us they never heard of any payment made by Catharina for the help she received.

But there was more: the letters from Soest gave us details about her relation with the Hardijzers
and with Moordrecht.

They also told the story of Julianalaan 14 and Molenschot.
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Chapter 4 Panc Vink
In this Chapter I will introduce Panc Vink.
I believe the application has already come to a point that my goal is reached: nominating Mr and Mrs
Kalkman and telling you the proof I found.
The previous chapters have already shown with primary documents that Catharina Kuijper, born to a
Jewish family in Grave in 1886, widow of RHSG Six tot Oterleek, living at 14 Julianalaan Soest before
the war, went into hiding under a fake name in the house of Mr and Mrs. Kalkman in Moordrecht
during the war. There are still living witnesses and family friends of Catharina Kuijper who can attest to
this.
Moordrecht is where the celebrated Dutch resistance members W.H. Sprenger, C. Kasbergen, and F.
Vink jr. were local leaders of the L.O. After the war Catharina Kuijper returned to her home in Soest.
But in the application Matthew Kalkman sent you earlier he told you also Panc Vink,the son of local
L.O. leader Frans Vink jr, had looked into this matters before.
He included a document that I am attaching here.
(I will also present it in APPENDIX C “Panc Vink’s Oorlog en Bevrijding in Moordrecht”
later in this document)

#CH04-A

This document says that:
On behalf of the L.O in Moordrecht, W.H. Sprenger, C. Kasbergen, and F. Vink jr., declare that
Catharina Kuijper, born in Grave in 1886, widow of RHSG Six tot Oterleek, living in 14 Julianalaan
Soest went into hiding for more than three years and from 1943 until 1945 lived in hiding in the house
of Reverend Kalkman under the name Ina Hoogeboom-Ouwehand.
At an earlier point I said I would come back to the name ‘Hoogeboom’ in this Chapter.
I have been showing you a copy of the persoonskaart of Catharina Kuijper in Chapter 1.
I retrieved a copy of this card at the CBG (Centrum voor familiegeschiedenis), postbus 11755 2502 AT
Den Haag, see http://cbg.nl/diensten/uittreksels-pkpl/ as the place to order them.
#CH04-B
Besides Catharina’s card I also did try to order the card of Ina Hoogeboom-Ouwehand, born 28-21889 in Katwijk.
I did receive a copy of Catharina’s card (earlier presented to you), but about the card of In
Hoogeboom-Ouwehand they said it was not existing.
For a copy of that message, sent to me by Floris Rakemann from CNG see here.
This indicates that this name indeed was a non-existing one (false identity).

#CH04-C

At this point I would really also involve Pancs good work in my application.
Together with the info I have told you so far I believe I can show you Panc also was a reliable
investigator and he used authentic documents.
To begin with this last issue, I have asked Panc Vink’s son Michel to write a statement about his father
and his grandfather Frans Vink jr.
Lots of his information about the war was told by Pancs father Frans Vink jr. Also his archives were
used for his information. After Panc died, these archives were presented to the Historische Vereniging
Moordrecht.
You will find the statement made by Michel Vink here.
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Panc died last November. He was a historical researcher concerning the history of Moordrecht. He
wrote a book about the war in Moordrecht (Oorlog en Bevrijding in Moordrecht) and the book “Uit het
moeras herrezen” about 100 years Gereformeerde Kerk in Moordrecht. He was an honored member
of the Historische Vereniging Moordrecht
(see http://www.historischeverenigingmoordrecht.nl/johan-verboom-en-panc-vink-erelid/). #CH04-E
In their magazine ‘Moerdregt’, a long story about Panc was told.
The magazine of Moerdregt can be found here.
Page 17 shows you a long list of Pancs artikels..

#CH04-F

On behalf of this interview Jaap Waasdorp and I had a interview with Panc at 10 Oktober 2016, so just
before he died. Like the situation with Wim Hardijzer we also recorded this conversation completely.
For the record: this was before we knew what was coming on our path for this application.
During this interview Panc also talked about about Catharina Kuijper.
The recording of that part of the conversation (of course in Dutch) can be listened here.

#CH04-G

We then also typed out the whole conversation, you can read this part (in Dutch) here.

#CH04-H

As Matthew Kalkman also wrote you, Panc wrote the book “Oorlog en Bevrijding in Moordrecht”. (War
and liberation in Moordrecht). Using the documents of his father and the book from the Noodcomité (
he himself was telling about it in the recording) he told about Catharina Kuijper in his book.
See APPENDIX C “Panc Vink’s Oorlog en Bevrijding in Moordrecht.

In Moerdregt January 2017 in the story about Panc Vink you can read a passage at page 7:
“Behalve mijn herinneringen had ik gegevens van mijn vader en ik had een kist vol documenten
gekregen van mevrouw Sprenger. Ze nam contact met me op dat ik die op kon halen, ergens op de
Veluwe. En toen had ik die kist hier staan! Ik heb 3 dagen niet gewerkt, hoogst interessant.
En toen dacht ik: “laat ik het dan toch maar gaan schrijven dat boek, voordat een ander het doet. Ik
had tenslotte al zó veel informatie verzameld”.
This also was on tape.
Translation (briefly)
Panc told us he could collect a box with documents at Mrs Sprenger’s house, which was ‘highly
interesting’. At that point he convinced himself to write his book!
Conclusion of this Chapter






The previous chapters have already been able to show all of the information you require for a
completed application without Panc Vink’s book, but I hope I showed you that Panc is a highly
accurate investigator.
I hope I showed you where Panc got his information from he used for his book about the war in
Moordrecht, Matthew Kalkman already presented you.
His son Michel made a statement about his father.
The name Catharina used as a false identity was a name that does not appear in the Dutch
registration System, which makes it plausible it was false.

The next Chapter will tell you about this Sprenger Family.
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Chapter 5 100 jaar Sien Sprenger in haar eigen woorden
As I told you at the end of chapter 4, the wife of W.H. Sprenger, Sien was the main character in a book
about her life. This was written because of the fact she reached the honorable age of 100 years!
She also describes her life during the war on the side of her husband.
For the record, I have added this chapter to show a more complete picture of the role W .H. Sprenger
played during the war, as he is one of the key signatories of a document listing Catharina Kuijper as
hiding in the house of the Kalkman family under the name Ina Hoogeboom-Ouwehand. Neither
Catharina nor the Kalkman family are mentioned in this book.
In the interview with Panc Vink for Moerdregt January 2017 Panc told he was presented the archives
of W.H. Sprenger by Mrs Sprenger (The same which are now in the possession of the Historische
Vereniging Moordrecht. We have this on (audio) tape.
The Spenger book shows the same pictures as Panc Vinks book, which can be explained by the fact
that they both used the same sources.
In this book an ‘oorkonde’ was shown in which the citizen of Moordrecht honored the courage of
people in the resistance during the war and their work as enforcement order after the war ended.
W.H. Sprenger, Frans Vink J rand C. Kasbergen became ‘officers of the N.B.S.’).
It was the same picture as we have seen in Pank Vink’s book.
About the book “100 jaar Sien Sprenger in haar eigen woorden” (100 year Sien Sprenger in her own
words).
It was written by Willem Campschreur in 2012, ISBN 9789080479609
I will show you some pictures of the Spenger book now.
To start with the cover,
and the backside.

#CH05-A
#CH05-B

The relevant pages concerning the resistance in Moordrecht are page 74 and page 75.





Page 74 shows the NBS Bekendmaking (Announcement), signed by
#CH05-C
de Plaatselijke Commandant (Local commander) W.H. Sprenger.
This picture was also presented in Pancs book at page 58.
Page 75 shows 3 pictures, of which 2 were also published in Pancs book
#CH05-D
at page 59 and 60.
The third picture (the first at the page) shows a group of people with a caption telling it was the
Staff of the BS, with the names of Wim, Sien, family Kasbergen and family Vink).

The book itself tells more about the family’s life in Moordrecht. One story involves the story of little
‘Chaim’.
As a bonus on this application I will tell how the Sprenger family (by their own words) rescued a small
Jewish boy named Chaim.
Chaim was born in 1942 as the son of a Jewish couple in Den Haag. The parents had to run for the
Nazi’s, Chaim was 6 months old and they could not take him with them. He had to be moved to
Diepenveen where mutual friends of the Sprengers, Ank and Gerrit lived. Sien Sprenger was obviously
pregnant of her 2nd son. They came up with a great plan. She took the train with Chaim (his new
name was Pietje). Ank took care of the fact she was picked up at the station by a local farmer. She
told him she had to go to the hospital and she brought her son Pietje to her friend Ank.
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Sien and Ank already had planned to tell the farmer afterwards that Sien had died and Pietje had to
stay with Ank and Gerrit, because there was no other family. This story was told to the citizens by the
farmer and the whole village was aware of the sad story of that little boy at Anks place.
After the war Chaim returned to the Sprengers because Gerrit died trying to clear bombs. Chaim’s
parents died in Auschwitz. Later Chaim went to new (Jewish) foster parents in Rotterdam. In 2012
Chaim had a company in Switzerland.
This story also tells the fact that lots of Dutch people tried to rescue Jewish people during the war,
knowing all the risks…

Conclusion of this Chapter:




In detail this book tells the same as Panc’s book, concerning the resistance in Moordrecht.
This book again highlights the key role W.H. Sprenger, C. Kasbergen, and Frans Vink jr. played
in the resistance movement in Moordrecht and the respect they received for their efforts.
Panc‘s statement that he was been offered some documents of Mrs Sprenger can be seen as a
explanation that they both (partly) used the same information for their books.
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Chapter 6 Geert Hovingh and the Rijnsburg Connection
This chapter gives a lot of background information about what happened in the region and the role of
the Reverends.
It does not provide extra proof of Catharina Kuijper’s stay with Kalkman family directly, and no extra
proof that she was hidden or even that she stayed in Moordrecht during the war. Those parts were
already proven in previous chapters, in my opinion.
This chapter is meant to fill out the greater context of this story from an expert in the field who has
looked into this case after I presented him with my research.
I have presented all of the evidence I have gathered to the key expert in this field, Drs. Geert C.
Hovingh from Zuidlaren. He has not only analyzed the very issue of Gereformeerde Reverends who
helped Jewish People in the War, but actually prepared the published 217 page document on behalf of
the Vrij Universiteit Amsterdam who set up this research division.
This is an issue Geert Hovingh personally cares about and has been deeply connected to. For over
two decades he has served as Vice-President of the Jewish Heritage Committee in Zuidlaren, and
from 2003 to 2008 as President of the Zuidlaren Synagogue Preservation Committee.
Geert Hovingh has been able to provide me with an assessment of the level of risk this particular
situation of ‘open’ hiding would have been for the Kalkman family in that period of time.
Further, he is also the biographer of the famous Johannes Post, brother of the Reverend Henk Post
who Panc Vink describes as having asked Reverend Kalkman specifically if he could hide a Jewish
woman. Geert noted that both brothers are highly respected by your program. He also provided me
with the information that only two villages were awarded Righteous Among the Nations, and one of
them has the name Johannes Post directly at the top in the Garden of Yad Vashem. After looking into
this matter Geert Hovingh has provided me with the following information:
Celina Johannes Kuijper went into hiding with the Post family in 1943. Catharina Kuijper was her ‘aunt’
- her father’s cousin - and Geert says that “she (Celina Kuijper) certainly urged Johannes and
Reverend Henk Post to help hide her aunt (Catharina Kuijper)”. The full conversation will be presented
shortly.
After assessing all of the documents and the application Geert Hovingh has said that his own personal
belief is that there is no reason why Yad Vashem would not award the Kalkman family.
I of course respect that the Commission has its own way of analyzing documents, but having an expert
from the Netherlands - connected with a major university - look over the documents should hopefully
help your Commission in its deliberations.
Looking further, the background information Geert presented, is moving towards some very logical
explanations in considering the link towards the Kalkman-case. So also this chapter adds something to
our application: the path that began in Soest before the war, towards a for Catharina unknown road
with the help of the resistance, to a dangerous period to Moordrecht, stayed dangerous there and
ended peacefully back in Soest.
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So far the introduction, now into the details.
I contacted Geert because of this research and to confront him with my investigation. Seeing him as
an expert in this whole area, I was very pleased to notice his enthusiasm about my work.
(In the rest of this chapter I will show you parts of the email contact I had with Geert, all in Dutch with a
short translation so you will be able to understand the rest of my document. Feel free to translate it
yourself, I will forward these emails when needed)
Geert wrote to me:
“laat ik beginnen met u hartelijk te danken voor de hint in de richting van ds. Kalkman. Ik had hem nog
niet in mijn bestand opgenomen, maar inmiddels heeft zijn naam nu een plaats gekregen tussen de
‘predikanten die joden hielpen’. Toevalligerwijs was de oorlogsgeschiedenis van Moordrecht mij niet
geheel onbekend: in 1995 - toen ik bezig was met mijn biografie van Johannes Post - informeerde hij
(Panc Vink) me over zijn zoekwerk naar de oorlogsgeschiedenis van zijn woonplaats met verwijzing
naar het boek ‘’Oorlog en bevrijding in Moordrecht’. Sterker nog: op mijn verzoek heeft me zelfs een
exemplaar toegestuurd! Of we toen al over ds. Kalkman gesproken hebben weet ik niet meer, maar
het is wel waarschijnlijk gezien de relatie met ds. Henk Post (zie pagina 50). Dankzij u heb ik daar
weer nieuwe data gevonden!”
Shortened in English:
“Thanks for your hint towards Kalkman - I have added him to my list now - I knew this story - Panc
Vink contacted me years ago - He sent me his book - I do not recall having spoken him about Henk
Post - But is very likely because of his text at page 50 about Post - Thanks for giving me new data.
His overview “Overzicht van Predikanten die Joden hielpen in de Tweede Wereldoorlog” can be found
on the internet on the site of the Historical Documentation Centre for the Dutch Protestantism,
belonging to the Vrije Universiteit Amsterdam, shortened as VU.
See: https://www.hdc.vu.nl/nl/nieuws-agenda/nieuwsarchief/2015/Predikanten.aspx
for an announcement to his work
and see: here for his entire document about referends helping Jewish people
for his overview (At this moment (april 2017) still without Reverend Kalkman,
Geert is finishing it).

#CH06-A
#CH06-B

In the (email) contact I had with Geert Hovingh he wrote me:
“You may refer to me as "drs. Geert C. Hovingh, emeritus-predikant Protestantse Kerk in Nederland,
historian and also the biographer of resistance fighter Johannes Post, who is very well known to Yad
Vashem”
About the story of Catharina Kuijper he wrote me:
“Toch wel heel bijzonder dat Catharina Kuijper - alias Ina Hoogenboom -zich tijdens de oorlogsjaren
zo vrijelijk heeft kunnen bewegen en zo voor veel mensen van betekenis is geweest. Ik denk dat het
ook een heel uniek verhaal is geweest! Ik vraag me af wat de familie Kalkman hiervan gedacht heeft.
Hebben ze haar gestimuleerd om zich buitenshuis voor anderen in te zetten? Of heeft ze er zelf op
aangedrongen en kon men haar daar moeilijk van weerhouden? Het was in elk geval niet zonder
risico: bij ontdekking - bij voorbeeld aan de hand van haar valse Persoonsbewijs - zou ze zeker als
strafgeval zijn gedeporteerd en één en ander zou zeker ook akelige gevolgen hebben gehad voor de
familie Kalkman. Maar misschien heeft ze al doende juist erger weten te voorkomen!”
Shortened in English:
Special that Catharina freely moved around in Moordrecht en has meant so much for the people in
Moordrecht - This is a unique story - I wonder whether family Kalkman has stimulated her to do this,
or that she insisted herself - Doing so was highly Risky - For example her false identity could bring her
as well as the Kalkman’s in big trouble. - But doing this she might have prevented a worse scenario.
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Dirk Pieter Kalman was also known by Geert, this is what he wrote me:
“ds. Dirk Pieter Kalkman werd op 14 januari 1899 geboren te Rotterdam en overleed op 23 april 1969
in rusthuis ‘Elim’ te Putten. Hij werd begraven in Moordrecht in het graf waar zijn vrouw al eerder ter
aarde werd besteld. Hij studeerde aan de de VU te Amsterdam en was van 15.6.1924 tot 5.8.1928
Gereformeerd predikant te Krimpen aan de Lek en vervolgens van 19.8.1928 tot 1.6.1958 te
Moordrecht. In de tussentijd trad hij ook op als legerpredikant, schipperspredikant en
scheepspredikant op het hospitaalkerkschip ‘De Hoop’. Hij ging met vervroegd emeritaat in verband
met vrij ernstige gezondheidsklachten. Hij heeft ook een aantal boeken geschreven en was geruime
tijd hoofdredacteur van de ‘Goudse kerkbode’. Tenslotte ontpopte hij zich als een gedreven
bouwpastor die zowel in Krimpen aan de Lek als in Moordrecht nieuwe kerken mocht ‘inwijden’ .
(please translate for yourself)
About adding Reverend Kalkman to his list he wrote me:
“Ik heb er geen moeite mee als u en Matthew Kalkman naar mijn lijst verwijzen met de toevoeging ‘in
voorbereiding’ . Daarop vooruitlopend kan ik vast vermelden dat het lemma ‘D.P. Kalkman’ i.v.
behalve alle bekende persoonsgegevens ook het volledige citaat op pagina 50 uit ‘Oorlog en
Bevrijding in Moordrecht’ van Panc Vink zal bevatten met aansluitend nog de persoonsgegevens van
Catharina Kuijper en tenslotte de vermelding van de gebruikte literatuur (daar hoort ook het ‘In
memoriam’ van ds. Kalkman toe, dat te vinden vinden is in Jaarboekje 1970 van de Gereformeerde
Kerken in Nederland, p. 465v., geschreven door ds. C.A. Vreugdenhil).
Shortened in English:
“One can refer to my new list with a addition ‘in preparation’, I have also included the info of page 50 of
‘Oorlog en Bevrijding in Moordrecht’, I will add the personal information of Catharina Kuijper and some
other used literature”.
Than the next issue, the link between Catharina Kuijper and Reverend Post from Rijnsburg and also
the link between Reverend Post and Reverend Kalkman.
Geert wrote me about this:
“Nader onderzoek heeft uitgewezen dat Catharina Kuijper een tante was van Celine Johanna Kuijper;
dat wil zeggen dat haar vader Mozes Hartog Kuijper (gehuwd met Eva de Kadt) een oudere broer was
van Jacob Hartog Kuijper (gehuwd met Antje Blazer), inderdaad de grootouders van Celine Johanna
(Lientje, verzetsnaam ‘Thea’) Kuijper, koerierster en rechterhand van de verzetsman Johannes Post.
Wel zeker heeft Lientje Kuijper er bij de broeders Johannes en ds. Hendrik Post op aangedrongen een
geschikte onderduikplek te zoeken voor haar tante, Een onderduikplek in Rijnsburg lag een beetje
voor de hand, maar dat dorp zat toentertijd al aardig vol met joodse en andere onderduikers (zie
daarvoor het in april 2015 verschenen boek ‘Een veilig nest voor vervolgden - Verhalen over Joodse
onderduikers in Rijnsburg’ , een uitgave zonder auteursnaam van het Genootschap Oud-Rijnsburg).
Vervolgens zocht ds. Post contact met ds. Kalkman. Zij zullen elkaar zeker gekend hebben: Kalkman
werd in 1899 geboren, Post in 1900; ze hebben beide aan de VU in Amsterdam gestudeerd, waren
waarschijnlijk zelfs jaargenoten. Tenslotte stonden ze beide in een Zuid-Hollandse gemeente:
Moordrecht hoorde tot de classis-Gouda, Rijnsburg tot de classis-Leiden, die beide weer deel
uitmaakten van de Particuliere Synode Zuid-Holland/Noord van de Gereformeerde Kerken in
Nederland. Het is dunkt mij niet onlogisch te veronderstellen dat beide elkaar getroffen hebben op één
van de vergaderingen van de Particuliere Synode of op een bijeenkomst van één van de
deputaatschappen, die daaronder resorteerden en waarvan ze kennelijk samen deel uitmaakten. En
ze hadden ook allebei de beschikking over de telefoon! Dat was in die tijd n.l. niet vanzelfsprekend:
predikanten kregen daar speciaal toestemming voor.”
(please translate yourself, I will only shorten it in English)
Catharina Kuijper was an aunt of Celine Johanna Kuijper - Catharina’s father and Celine’s grandfather
were brothers. - Celine was the courier and ‘right hand’ of Johannes Post - Most certainly Celine must
have asked Johannes and Hendrik Post (Rijnsburg) for a safe place for Catharina. - Rijnsburg was full
(also according to a edition composed by het Genootschap Oud-Rijnsburg). Reverend Post contacted
Reverend Kalkman - They must have met before: 1 year different in age, both studied at the VU, both
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Gereformeerd Reverent in the same region where they both must have visited Regional meetings. Both had a phone, which was rare in these days.
For the familial connection:

The birth of Catharina’s father can be found here.

The birth of Celine’s grandfather (brother of Catherina’s father) can be found here.

The marriage of Celine’s parents can be found here.

The death of Celine in Auschwitz, with a relation to her parents can be found here.

#CH06-C
#CH06-D
#CH06-E
#CH06-F

Conclusion of this Chapter:









Looking into the other proof I have been trying to present you in the previous chapters, the
information in this Chapter fits in, looking at the background stories.
Geert can exactly tell how the circumstances where during the war and the level of risk.
This in relation with the way the resistance worked and was organized.
This in relation with the way Jewish people had to try to hide.
This in the way the Gereformeerde kerk was organized in that period.
This in the way the Reverends took part in the way (Jewish) people were helped and hidden.
He also made it clear that the route from Catharina toward Moordrecht and the Kalkman-family
via the Post family in Rijnsburg, as Panc Vink told us earlier, was very plausible.
Panc contacted Geert after he had finished his book (Geert told he asked to send Panc’s book at
their first contact. This tells us Panc himself had discovered the relation between Reverend
Kalkman and Reverend Post himself. Geert came to the same conclusion after looking into this
when he had read Panc’s book.
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Chapter 7 Summary and Application
I hope I have presented you enough detailed information about this case.
I realize that all the information is spread-up in the different chapters.
At this point I will try to make a summary of the things I have written before. I will also add some
crossed-over links between different documents.
1. The booklet of the Noodcomité “Een Lichtpunt in een Donkeren Tijd” tells about Ina Hoogeboom ,
what she was doing in Moordrecht during the war and and about the fact her name was Catharina Six
Tot Oterleek–Kuijper. Her name ‘Hoogenboom’ was used different times and always in quotes,
probably telling us this was a nickname.
2. The Streekarchief Midden Holland can tell us that this booklet is real.
3. Wim and Nel Hardijzer confirm this story written in the booklet. They also gave us copies of the
letters Catharina sent to the Hardijzers, included a ‘thank-you’card because of the fact they showed
their gratitude at the funeral of Catharina. Wim tells us Catharina stayed at their place and he brought
her luggage to Notaris de Lange, who was a colleague of Catharina (Blokhoofd) in the Noodcomité.
Nel Hardijzer told us she went to the funeral of Catharina with Wim’s mother and with Mrs ‘van
Westendorp’ and her daughter Ada. Their names occur in one of the letters from Catharina.
In another letter Catharina mentions Mrs Kalkman coming over for tea.
Finally they both wrote a statement about this and about the fact they never heard of any payment
made by Catharina for her rescue.
4. The information given by the Streekarchief Midden Holland can also tell us that Frand Vink jr, W.H.
Sprenger and C. Kasbergen indeed played an important role in Moordrecht concerning the resistance
and the organization after the liberation. They own copies of their ‘Soldiers-cards which contain their
signature.
5. The same signatures occur on a declaration printed on page 50 of the book “Oorlog en Bevrijding in
Moordrecht”, telling Catharina Kuijper, widow of R.H.S.G. Six Tot Oterleek stayed at D.P Kalkmans
place during the war under a nickname Ina Hoogeboom-Ouwehand with a false identity.
6. The author Panc Vink was related to Frans Vink jr and he was in the possession of his father’s
stories and documents. Pancs son Michel has made a testimony about this.
7. Sien Sprengers book does not say anything about Catharina, but it shows much information about
Moordrecht during the war and the role of her husband W.H. Sprenger. Panc Vink was able to use the
same information because he was handed over the documents of Mrs Sprenger.
8. The Historische Vereniging Moordrecht shows us they respectfully honored Panc Vink, before his
death and after he passed away. This also tells us about the respect and trust he was given.
9. Geert C Hoving, a well respected emeritus-predikant of the Protestantse Kerk in The Netherlands
and specialist in what happened in Rijnsburg and Nieuwelande, also gave some information about the
possibility there was a link between Reverend D.P Kalkman and what happened in Rijnsburg with
Reverend Post. The Kuijper-family could be the link between them. Also the fact that D.P Kalkman and
H. Post could have been acquaintances because of their joint time at the University of Amsterdam and
the regional meetings of the Gereformeerde Kerk Society
10. As stated before, there was a great connection between Catharina and the Jewish Religion, at
least tied to her family. She must have felt the fear being deported to Germany or worse. Reverend
Kalkman probably knew his life would be in danger hiding people, but all the same he must have
taught this was the only right thing to do.
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11. Both Wim Hardijzer and Panc Vink have told they met Catharina in Moordrecht. Wim at his father’s
farm and Panc at the Sunday-school belonging to the Gereformeerde Church of Reverend Kalkman.
12. Not a simple conclusion but more my opinion on the topic of payment. In my opinion one of the
aspects becoming a priest, is the fact they, from their humane view to the world, believed they wanted
to stand up for the week people and the people in need. This will also apply for reverend Kalkman, a
man who was presented as a man who latterly opened his doors for them. This was told about him on
th
a speech on his 25 wedding anniversary.
It seems very likely that such a person should have unfaithful feelings about himself asking money for
help.
13. Both Panc Vink and Geert Hovingh discovered the relation between reverend Post and Reverend
Kalkman. They both have drawn the conclusion that this relation was responsible for the fact
Catharina went to Moordrecht for her hiding place.

My Conclusion:


After looking into everything I have discovered by talking / e-mailing to people and looking into the
documents I found at the internet and in the Streekarchief Midden Holland in Gouda, I am sure
Catharina Kuijper was hiding during the war at Reverend D.P Kalkman’s house at the Dorpsstraat
in Moordrecht.



Looking into what I have discovered I believe she was hiding for the Germans because of the fact
her life would be in danger as a person with a link to the Jewish religion.



I am sure Reverend Kalkman should have known the risk for his entire family. All the same he did
what he believed in!



I feel positively about my opinion after directly asking Catharina Kuijper’s family friends Wim and
Nel Hardijzer their story on the Kalkman family’s motivations in this matter.

BUT
That is MY conclusion.
I am fully aware of the fact that your organization has its own rules in accepting the evidence someone
offers.
I can just hope you will find enough additional information in my investigation, in order to decide to
consult the Commission about my nomination for reverend D.P. Kalkman and his wife K. Kalkman Kuipers for your Righteous program.

H.M. van Kerkhof
Stevensstraat 54
2841 CV Moordrecht
The Netherlands
+31652141980
henk.van.kerkhof@gmail.com
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APPENDIX A Catharina’s Jewish Ancestry
In my opinion just having Jewish parents or Jewish Grandparents could cause enough trouble during
the war in relation to deportation to Nazi Concentration Camps. The Dutch administrated someone’s
religion on his personal or family’s card. The Nazi’s had access to these cards. Also Catharina Kuijper
was indicated to be Jewish, at least at 2 family-cards. Family friends of Catharina Kuijper, Wim and
Nel Hardijzer, have confirmed being Jewish as the reason she was in hiding. So did has local historian
Panc Vink.
In this appendix I will show you also that Catharina’s ancestors on both side of the family were Jewish.
Catharina Kuijper was born in the Dutch community of Grave on 28 February, 1886.
At the time, the Jewish community in Grave was roughly 60 people there.
Her father Mozes Hartog Kuijper’s parents are buried in the Jewish cemetery in that community. We
include a photo of the grave of Elisabeth Kuijper-Gotlieb with both Hebrew and English inscriptions.
see: APP A-01-Grave Elisabeth Kuijper-Gotlieb - Jewish Cemetary.jpg

#APPA-A

Catherina’s mother Eva de Kadt’s parents are buried in the Jewish cemetery of Geffern in Oss.
According to Jewish law, we know it is important to show that her mother’s mother, Catharina van
Leeuwen, was given a Jewish burial. We’ve included a photo of her grave with both Hebrew and
English inscriptions.
see: APP A-02-Tombstone Catharina Van Leeuwen.jpg

#APPA-B

For her Death-Certificate see: APP A-03-Death Certificate Catharina Van Leeuwen.jpg

#APPA-C

Another indication the family Kuijper was Jewish is next:
See APP A-04 -bevolkingsregister Grave 1890-1900 - Fam Kuijper.jpg

#APPA-D

This shows a card of the ‘Peoples-register’ in Grave.
You will see a list of all the family-members as well as a column with the Religious Communion they
were a member of (Dutch ‘Geloof’). It shows “N I”.
See APP A-06-meaning abbrev persoonskaart.jpg

#APPA-E

which will show these letters mean: Nederlands Israëlitisch Kerkgenootschap (Dutch Israelic
Churchcommunity)
It is firstly important to provide the context for which Catharina Kuijper went into hiding. Both Grave as
Oss where places she had family-bindings.
From https://www.bhic.nl/een-gebedshuis-in-joods-christelijke-traditie

#APPA-F

“At the outbreak of World War II in May 1940 there were ten Jewish people left in Grave. Herman
Gotlieb and his wife, son and two daughters; the couple at the age of Nathan and Sara Gotlieb;
Elisabeth Gotlieb; Levie van Leeuwen and his sister Dina van Leeuwen.
This small Jewish community would disappear within a few years from Grave: in June 1940 Herman
moved with his family to Nijmegen. On August 3, 1941 Levie van Leeuwen died. He was buried in the
Jewish cemetery in Grave. The same happened with Sara Gotlieb, who died on January 19, 1942. Her
husband Nathan was later caught and passed through Westerbork to Auschwitz, where he was killed
in August 1943.
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On September 25, 1942, the unmarried Elisabeth Gotlieb died. She was buried in the Jewish cemetery
in Oss. On April 8, 1943 was Dina, sister of Levie van Leeuwen, to Westerbork. From there she went
straight to Sobibor, where she was murdered on April 16 1943.
This brought an end to the Jewish community in Grave.”
In the Jewish community of Oss where her grandparents were from there were 260 individuals before
the war, and 104 after ( http://jck.nl/nl/page/oss )
#APPA-G
“Most of the Jews of Oss were deported between August, 1942 and April, 1943. In June, 1944, just
months before the liberation of the southern provinces of the Netherlands, a last group of elderly and
infirm Jews was deported from Oss. Only a small number of the Jews of Oss deported during the war
survived. A few local Jews also managed to come through the war in hiding. The synagogue and other
buildings belonging to the Jewish community at Oss were plundered and heavily damaged by the
Germans.”
While the majority of the siblings of Catharina Kuijper’s father had died prior to the war, two of the
three who went through the war years perished. Her aunt Elisabeth Kuijper is buried in Groningen, and
her uncle Herman Kuijper was sent to Sobibor solely for being Jewish. Both of her aunt Elisabeth
Kuijper’s children were sent to Auschwitz.
See this email Matthew Kalkman received from Guido Abuys, the Conservator
of Kamp Westerbork in the Netherlands.
See this link to the website of Westerbork, telling their story about what happened there.

#APPA-H
#APPA-I

Catharina Kuijper’s own sister was transported to Sobibor on 27 April 1943 where she arrived 30 April
1943. Her only sibling who survived the war Israel Kuijper, died childless in 1956. Further, the
daughter of Catharina’s cousin Celina Johanna Kuijper went into hiding with the Post family that will be
mentioned throughout this application and was sadly herself caught at the young age of twenty years
old.
It is in this context that Catharina Kuijper found her life in danger and went into hiding. Immediately
before the war Catharina Kuijper was living at 14 Julianalaan, Soest(dijk). Her Persoonskaart shows
that she jumped between this house and 1 Dorpstraat, Zoetermeer when things started to become
dangerous and then disappeared completely from the records from 1942 until 1945 when she returned
back to her home 14 Julianalaan, Soest. This information is confirmed also by the letters we have from
the Hardijzer family and by the address books printed in Soest.
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APPENDIX B THE LETTERS FROM CATHARINA TO THE HARDIJZER’S
In this Appendix I will show you the documents I received from the Hardijzers. They told me they were
sent by Catharina, from Soest(dijk(. One of them was sent by Mrs. Buning, the woman who took care
of Catarina, as Wim told me.
I will highlight the parts of them which are the most relevant for this application.
About the letters: They are hand-written and sometimes hard to read. I do not have the intention to try
to read and translate them all, others have made their profession reading and understanding this kind
of documents. Your organization should have experience with the existing of these kind of
circumstances.
As stated before: all documents are photographed and scanned, you can the find the folder I placed
the results of my action into: this folder.
#APPB-A
In that folder I have created a subfolder for each individual document as you can see in the folder.
I will show you a list of the documents and a brief description of each of them.
The individual links will point to a another copy of the document
01: 1945-10-23. Soestdijk to Hardijzer:





#APPB-B

written from 14 Julianastraat,
contains signature Catharina (Ina),
it also tells; “Dus Mevr Kalkman was op de thee” (So Mrs Kalkman visited for tea)
“Dokter van Westendorp schreef over het ongeluk en het adres van Ada” (page 3) (General
Practitioner van Westendorp told about the accident and he gave Ada’s (His daughter) address.
Note that in the statements from the Hardijzer these names are mentioned (the funeral)

02: 1946-06-22 addressed to A. Hardijzer, Middelweg 28 Moordrecht

At the end Veel liefs van ons beiden (love from the both of us)

I believe she talks about Mrs Buning

#APPB-C

03: 1955-05-01

Letter written from 14 Julianastraat
#APPB-D

Ben je erg moe Pie (Sre you tired Pie?) (‘Pie’ was Wim’s mother)

Hartelijk dank voor de gulle ontvangst bij jullie zilveren jubileum (thank for the great welcome at
your 25-th marriage anniversary)

see this link
#APPB-E
to the marriage of Wim’s father Adrianus Hardijzer and Petronella (Pie) van Vliet at
1930-05-01, exactly 25 years after the letter mentions this.
04: 1960-05-10

Letter from Mrs Buning- Casteleijn

The Hardijzers told and wrote about her

#APPB-F

05: 1968-05-11

Funeral card Mrs Buning-Casteleijn

With envelope written to Hardijzer

It shows the shortened name of Ina Six-Kuijper

It shows the address 14 Julianastraat Soest

#APPB-G
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06: 1969-12-19 Molenschot
#APPB-H

Written from Molenschot

It says “Hoe heb je het hardijzer?”(How are you Hardijzer?)

Ends with ‘Mevrouw Six” (Mrs Six)

The ‘persoonskaart’ shows Catharina moved to Albert Cuyplaan 101 (=Molenschot) at 20 aug
1968
07: 1972-08-09 – Molenschot
#APPB-I

Komen jullie nog eens naar mij met Wim per auto, dat vind ik zo fijn (Would you like to visit me by
car, with Wim, I would like this so much)

Hoe is het met de Reuma Hardijzer? (How is your rheumatism Hardijzer?)

...ben ik al vier jaar hier waar blijft de tijd? (I am here from four years nog, time flies)

Note the date and again the date 20 aug 1968 she moved to Molenschot, this is 4 years later)
08: 1977-10-15 Molenschot

Adressed to Pie

Het was laatst erg gezellig je bezoek… (I liked your visit)

#APPB-J

09: 1978-Jul Thank you

Thanks card written by G.M van Wely on behalf of the death of Catharina

#APPB-K

10: Envelope to Hardijzer

Envelope written to A. Hardijzer (Wim’s father)

backside Alb Kuiplaan 1-1 Soest (Cuyplaan is pronounced as Kuiplaan in Dutch)

#APPB-L

11 Letter to Pie

Letter to Pie

Not really relevant here

#APPB-M

Conclusions:

They tell lots of things, in my opinion they also link some pieces together.

It is obvious these letters and other documents concern Catharina Kuijper, she wrote a lot of them
herself.

Lots of names in it match the statements of Wim and Nel Hardijzer.

Soest, Julianalaan 14,Molenschot and Cuyplaan are mentioned in it.

April 2017
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APPENDIX C PANC VINK OORLOG EN BEVRIJDING IN MOORDRECHT
The book itself looks like this.
The most important page of this book for this application is page 50, you will find here.

APPC-A
APPC-B

In chapter 3 I showed you the soldiers cards of Vink, Sprenger and Kasbergen, I will repeat the now.
The card belonging to Frans Vink jr: here
The card belonging to Wim Sprenger: here
The card belonging to Cornelis Kasbergen : here

APPC-C
APPC-D
APPC-E

I have edited a picture of both the picture in page 50, as well as the individual Signatures belonging to
the individual Soldiers-cards.
You will find this here.

APPC-F

As you will notice this proves these people actually signed this document telling Catharina spent 3
years at the home of D.P Kalkman, Dorpsstraat K 54 in Moordrecht, from 15 June 1943, under the
name Ina Hoogeboom-Ouwehand, using a ID K.8 / 015334, while her real name was Catharina
Kuijper, a widow of R.H.S.G. Six tot Oterleek, who once lived at Soestdijk (community Soest),
Julianalaan 14.
It also says these men were members of the Moordrecht division of the national organization for help
in hiding people (L.O)
But there is more on page 50.
On the left under “Oorkonde mevr ‘Hoogenboom’ the story is told we already have seen in the
document of the Noodcomité. It also tells about the hiding in the house of the Kalkman’s,
“Op een predikanten vergadering werd Ds. Kalkman benaderd door Ds. Post uit Rijnsburg, broer van
de bekende verzetsstrijder Johannes Post. Hij vroeg of hij een joodse dame in huis kon verber-gen.
Ds. Kalkman besloot toen haar in zijn gezin op te nemen als een evacué uit Den Haag. Haar
werkelijke naam was de Hoogwelgeboren Vrouwe de Douairière I. Six, geboren Kuijper, maar in het
gezin was ze tante Ina uit Den Haag. Hier was veel moed voor nodig, want op het huisvesten of
ver-bergen van Joden stond onherroepelijk de dood-straf. Het is gelukkig allemaal goed gegaan, zo
goed zelfs dat zij iedere dag kon gaan en staan waar ze wilde en zo ook nuttig werk voor de
Moordrechtse bevolking kon doen. Na de oorlog is ze weer terug gegaan naar haar oude huis in
Soestdijk.”
(in short) “Rev Kalkman was approached by Rev Post from Rijnsburg, the brother of The famous
resistance fighter Johannes Post” (Awarded Yad Vashem). Followed by the story from the Noodcomité
about her real name, that she was doing during the war and that she returned to Soestdijk after the
war.
More about the connection with Reverend Post in Chapter 6.

Page 50 also talks about the risk of hiding people:
“Hier was veel moed voor nodig, want op het huisvesten of verbergen van Joden stond onherroepelijk
de doodstraf.
“This took a lot of courage as the penalty for housing or hiding Jews could have meant death.”
In the recording of Panc there is one simple line telling Kalkman knew what he did and at what risks:
“Die Kalkman die was niet bang” (He was not afraid)
April 2017
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Furthermore
Page 58 shows a message to the local citizens, written at 11 may 1945 bij W.H. Sprenger to tell to act
properly to citizens who might have been on the wrong side during the war. The same picture will
show up later on page 74 of the ‘Sprenger-book’
APPC-G
page 59 shows a parade of soldiers in Gouda with men from Moordrecht, including Kasbergen,
Sprenger and Vink. The same picture will show up later on page 75 of the ‘Sprenger-book’ APPC-H
Page 60 shows a document telling Vink, Sprenger and Kasbergen were awarded. The same picture
will show up later on page 75 of the ‘Sprenger-book’
APPC-I
This book was written in 1995, exactly 50 years after the war ended as e remembrance on what
happened.

I would like to end this Appendix with the last words of Mayor Bonthuis in the preface.

APPC-J

“Al lezend wordt het tot een monument voor al diegenen die dwars door onwetendheid, gevaar en
angst een persoonlijke keuze maakten om tegen onvrijheid en onrecht te vechten. Het is de moed en
inzet, die anno 1995 nog steeds kan helpen onvrijheid en onrecht te keren.”
“While you read this book let it serve as a monument to all those who made a personal choice - in the
face of fear, danger and widespread ignorance - to fight against injustice and threats to our freedom. It
is this courage and commitment that can still help give us the strength in this year, 1995, to follow in
their footsteps and stand up to current injustices and threats to our personal freedom.”
He actually says the right words to honour Catharina, Mr and Mrs Kalkman.
This book was presented to all of the 150 students in Moordrecht at the age of 12.

May this application serve as a source of that same inspiration in 2017!
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APPENDIX Z Attachments
This Appendix is meant for all the Attachments and Links present in this document
In the document all references are made using a link to a website, an image, a pdf-file, or an audio-file.
They are tagged by a label.
Clicking them will present them automatically, provided that an Internet connection is available.
All images and screenshots of the used websites are also printed in this Appendix. Also the label-tag
is visible as a visual reference.
Note: The description itself also can be used as a direct link.
In this way one can print the document and use the digital PDF simultaneously at a Desktop Computer
to click the links.
In this way the (same) images will occur (high-res), but also the other filetypes are available directly.
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OVERVIEW
OV-A

April 2017

Letters form Soest (Catharina)
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Chapter 1: Catharina Kuijper
CH01-A

Birth Catharina Kuijper

CH01-B

Bevolkingsregister Grave 1890-1900 - Fam Kuijper

April 2017
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CH01-C

Bevolkingsregister 28-2-1886 OSS 1880-1900

CH01-D

Persoonskaart Catharina Kuijper

April 2017
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CH01-E

April 2017

Info Molenschot Albert Cuypplaan 101
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CH01-E1

April 2017

Info Molenschot Albert Cuypplaan 101
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CH01-F

April 2017

Death Catharina Kuijper NRC Handelsblad.
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CH01-G

April 2017

Addressbook Soest- Julianalaan 14
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CH01-H

April 2017

1968-May-11 Funeral Card to Hardijzer - Buning-Casteleyn SCAN
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Chapter 1: Reverend Kalkman
CH01-I

April 2017

Picture Kalkman Family Moordrecht Dorpsstraat
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CH01-J

April 2017

Document Salary Kalkman
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CH01-K

April 2017

Marriage
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CH01-L

Birth D.P. Kalkman

CH01-M

Birth Klaasje Kuipers
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CH01-N

Tombstone Dirk Pieter and Klaasje

CH01-O

www.samh.nl
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CH01-P
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Overview Collection Gereformeerde Kerk
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CH01-Q

April 2017

Speech (PDF) <-- click on the link to see the entire PDF-file
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Chapter 1: Jewish people in Moordrecht
CH01-R
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http://thecollegiatelive.com/2014/08/a-part-of-history-a-part-of-me/
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Chapter 2: “The situation in Moordrecht during and just after the war”
CH02-A

April 2017

Picture Booklet Noodcomité
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CH02-B
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http://samh.nl/archieven/node/401246/
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CH02-B1

Een lichtpunt in een donkeren tijd <-- click on the link to see the entire document

(Example of 2 pages:)
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CH02-B2

April 2017

Award from the Noodcomité
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CH02-C

April 2017

Collection Frans Vink jr
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CH02-D

April 2017

Picture Collection Cardsystem
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CH02-E

Card Frans Vink jr

CH02-F

Card Wim Sprenger
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CH02-G

April 2017

Card Cornelis Kasbergen
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CH02-H

April 2017

Letter to Frans Vink jr
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CH02-I

April 2017

Letter to Wim Sprenger
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Chapter 3: “Catharina and the Hardijzer Family”
CH03-A

Audio Conversation with Hardijzers 2015 (mp3)

CH03-B

Typed Conversation with hardijzers 2015
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CH03-C

April 2017

Statement Wim Hardijzer 2017
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CH03-D

April 2017

Statement Nel Hardijzer 2017
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Chapter 4 “Panc Vink”
CH04-A
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Hiding Catharina at page 50
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CH04-B

April 2017

http://cbg.nl/diensten/uittreksels-pkpl/
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CH04-C
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Missing Persoonskaart Ina Hoogeboom-Ouwehand
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CH04-D

April 2017

Statement Michel Vink
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CH04-E

April 2017

http://www.historischeverenigingmoordrecht.nl/johan-verboom-en-panc-vink-erelid/
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CH04-F

Fulll magazine Moerdregt January 2017 <-- click on the link to see the whole document

(4 pages as an example)
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CH04-G

Conversation Panc Vink Oct 2016 <-- Click on the link for the audio file

CH04-H

Typed conversation Panc Vink Oct 2016
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Chapter 5 “100 jaar Sien Sprenger in haar eigen woorden”
CH05-A

Cover 100 jaar Sien Sprenger

CH05-B

Backside 100 jaar Sien Sprenger
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CH05-C

April 2017

Anouncement at page 74 of Sprenger-book
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CH05-D

April 2017

3 other pictures in Sprenger-book
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Chapter 6 “Geert Hovingh and the Rijnsburg Connection”
CH06-A

April 2017

https://www.hdc.vu.nl/nl/nieuws-agenda/nieuwsarchief/2015/Predikanten.aspx
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CH06-B

April 2017

Predikanten die Joden hielpen by Drs G. Hovingh (PDF) <-- Click on the link to see the document
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CH06-C

The birth of Catharina’s father

CH06-D

The birth of Celine’s grandfather
(being the brother of Mozes Hartog Kuijper)
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CH06-E

April 2017

The marriage of Celine’s parents
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CH06-F

April 2017

The death of Celine in Auschwitz
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Appendix A Catharina’s Jewish Ancestry
APPA-A

April 2017

Grave Elisabeth Kuijper-Gotlieb - Jewish Cemetary.jpg
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APPA-B

April 2017

Tombstone Catharina Van Leeuwen.jpg
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APPA-C

April 2017

Death Certificate Catharina Van Leeuwen.jpg
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APPA-D

Bevolkingsregister Grave 1890-1900 - Fam Kuijper.jpg

APPA-E

Meaning abbrev persoonskaart.jpg
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APPA-F

April 2017

https://www.bhic.nl/een-gebedshuis-in-joods-christelijke-traditie
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APPA-G

April 2017

http://jck.nl/nl/page/oss
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APPA-H

April 2017

Email from Kamp Westerbork
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APPA-I

April 2017

Website Kamp Westerbork
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Appendix B, THE LETTERS FROM CATHARINA TO THE HARDIJZER’S
APPB-A

Folder containing all the letters
(= the same as OV-A)
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APPB-B

April 2017

1945-10-23. Soestdijk to Hardijzer
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APPB-C

April 2017

1946-06-22 addressed to A. Hardijzer, Middelweg 28 Moordrecht
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APPB-D

April 2017

1955-05-01
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APPB-E

April 2017

Marriage parents Wim Hardijzer
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APPB-F

April 2017

Letter from Mrs Buning
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APPB-G

April 2017

Funeral card Mrs Buning
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APPB-H

April 2017

1969-12-19 Molenschot
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APPB-I

April 2017

1972-08-09 – Molenschot
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APPB-J

April 2017

1977-10-15 Molenschot
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APPB-K

April 2017

1978-Jul Thank you
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APPB-L

April 2017

Envelope to Hardijzer
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APPB-M

April 2017

Letter to Pie
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APPENDIX C “PANC VINK’s OORLOG EN BEVRIJDING IN MOORDRECHT
APPC-A

April 2017

Picture of Oorlog en Bevrijding in Moordrecht
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APPC-B

Page 50 of this book
(The same as CH04-A)

April 2017
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APPC-C

Officers card Frans Vink jr with signature (The same as CH02-E)

APPC-D

Officers card Wim Sprenger with signature (The same as CH02-F)

APPC-E

Officers card Cornelis Kasbergen with Signature (The same as CH02-G)
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APPC-F

April 2017

Page 50, compare signatures
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APPC-G

April 2017

Page 58 of this book
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APPC-H

April 2017

Page 59 of this book
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APPC-I

April 2017

Page 60 of this book
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APPC-J

April 2017

Preface by Mayor Bonthuis of Moordrecht
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